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PREFACE

As sustainable development and conservation of biologi .ve
arisen as important issues for the 1980's, it has bectris
that economic and social progress must be built on a devolopment
manages natural resources to ensure their long-term aorailtity.
cases, effective resourco management depends on the s;-,p,,_t
an informed and motivated public.

ngly clear
strat4gy that

most
?eration of

Concerns about sustainable development and effective -zso_r,a a ;riagement are
shared by the International Institute for Environmentd DFvqagibpment
and the United States Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS), -o "tr, we receive
many requests for assistance from natural resource Mira-gars arol non-
governmental organizations (Ms) who are developing consqr1r4t1on education
programs in a variety of countries. Frequently the reduests come from people
who are undertaking conservation education initiatives for the first time and
the only resources they have available are materials produced for countries
other than their own. To address this situation, NED and FWS decided to
collaborate on the publication of a guide to help natural resource managers
and NOOs prepare conservation education programs and materials that are
uniquely their own and specific to their situations.

IIED's field programs work with developing Country governments and private
citizensf groups to help increase their abilities and improve their natural
resources management. IIED/Earthscan publications such as How_to_ Plan a
Conservation Education Program provide our colleagues with practical tools to
use in their work toward these common goals.

The FWS has a wide variety of international responsibilities under numerous
treaties, statutes and agreements. Within the Service, international
activities are coordinated by the Office of International Affairs. In



addition to providing overall coordination and support for Service
international efforts, International Affairs responds to technical assistance
requests from foreign countries, provides training in wildlife management, and
manages specific projects in wildlife research, conservation education, and
enhancement of biological diversity abroad.

We wish to express our appreciation to those individuals who assisted in this
publication, particularly those colleagues who reviewed the manuscript to
ensure its relevance and adaptability in many parts of the world: Maher Abu
Jafar, Omar Rahamat and Coppelia Shahin of the Royal Society for the
Conservation of Nature in Jordan, Erick Roth of the Centro Interdisciplinario
de Estudios Comunitarios in Bolivia, Marco A. Encr-ada of Fundacion Natura in
Ecuador and Rod Sterne of Green Indonesia.

We would also like to thank the following people whose contr butions are
greatly appreciated: Elizabeth Schueler, Jennifer Gardner, Diana Page, and
Alberto Vargas.

Lawrence Mason
Chief, Office of International

Affairs
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

David Runnalls
Vice President
International Institute for
Environment and Development
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INTRODUCTION
While striving to improve their living conditions, people throughout the

world, paradoxically, reduce their prospects for a better life. When people
harvest or use the earth's natural resources -- its soil, forests, air, water,
minerals, wildlife, etc. -- they often reduce the earth's supplies of these
resources and its ability to recreate them. Thus, in the rush to develop,
people frequently damage the environmont's capacity to supply their needs and
wants. Soil is eroding, forests and wildlife are disappearing, water and air
supplies are becoming polluted with industrial and human wastes. These and
other environmental problems occur worldwide, but unfortunately, people have
not had much success in resolving them.

The difficulty is not due to a lack of understanding of the causes or
lack of solutions. To control deforestation, people can either reduce the
rate at which trees are cut, or they can plant seedlings. To reduce erosion,
people can plow on the contour, employ striperopping or plant windbreaks. To
prevent wild animals from disappearing, people can control how many are
harvested and maintain the animal's habitats.

Yet, many environmental problems are left unsolved. Sometimes it is
Pecause people are unaware of an enVironmental problem, or although aware,
they do not know how much,it affects them or how it can be resolved. Even
when people understand the significance of an environmental problem ahd know
of solutions, they may feel the action to be taken is not worth the financial
and other sacrifices required.

Consequently, governments settle landless people on fragile mountain
slopes' cattle ranchers replace rainforests with pasture, peasant farmers plow
up and down hills, and hunters kill endangered wild cats for their furs
because, for all they see, any associated environmental damage is a price
worth paying for the benefits they receive. Confronted by considerable
financial or political preFisures, people do what seems to serve their best
interests. They may eacape the consequences in the short term, but If they
reduce the environment's ability to provide ter tomorrow's needs, their long-
term Interests will suffer.
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Resource man- ers, scientists, and policy makers must develop strategies
for managing the earthle resources that are more attractive economically,
politically, socially, and culturally as well as more productive. Meanwhile,
those who derive their living directly freJm natural resources -- farmers,
herdsmen, fishermen, hunters -- must work closely with the specialists to
ensure that management strategies respond tO local concerns. But this
addresses only part of what must be done. As appropriate resource management
strategies are developed, the people who will implement them must be involved.
People from all walks of life -- government leaders, farmers, rural villagers,
the general public, schoolchildren, members of non-governmental
organizations -- Must all contribute if sound natural resource management
endeavors are to succeed. The most reliable Way to enlist this cooperation is
to demonstrate why conservation is in their best interest. This is the role
of conservation education.

The goal of conservation education is to improve natural resource
management and reduce environmental damage. It tries to: (1) help people
become aware of the value of natural resources and the ecological processes
that maintain them; (2) show people what threatens the well-being of their
environment and how they can contribute to its improved management; (3)
motivate people to do what they can to improve environmental management. The
task of meeting all three of these objectives distinguishes conservation
education from other types of instruction.

Conservation education, then, is needed whenever one wants to see a
change in how the environment is used. It is a practical tool to achieve
observable results. Conservation education programs frequently identify
attitude change as their ultimate goal. Attitude change' however, is only the
beginning of improved natural resource management. New attitudes do not
always lead to new behavior; therefore, the conservation educator's task is
not over unless people channel their new attitudes toward appropriate
environmental action. If they do, then the conservation education program
a success.

The purpose of this manual is to describe procedures that conservation
educators can use to design programs that have significant environmental
impact and that match the people's concerns and traditions. There are five
steps that must be followed if conservation education programs are to be
effective. These steps are:

1) Identifying specific environmental problems that the education program
will focus upon and finding the technical solutions to these problems;

2) Identifying and becoming acquainted with the intended audience of the
program;

3) Working out the message to be directed at this audience;
4) Choosing the means to communicate this message;
5) Evaluating and altering the program when neces

This manual discusses how to successfully complete these steps and
explains why it is necessary to do so. Each chapter ends with a series of
questions to help the educator ensure that each step has received sufficient
consideration before the next one is tackled.
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The procedure is logical and simple; so much so, in fact, that the
reader may wonder why we have bothered to set it down here. It has been our
experience that conservation education programs are often designed and
implemented without precise planning. Their goals and objectives have been
weakly defined; their target audiences have been talked to but not heard;
their content and strategies have been randomly selected; their evaluation
criteria have not been established. As a result, conservation education
programs have often been ineffective in bringing about char -

We believe that by employing the folloWing techniques, the coMmitment,
energy, and creativity of conservation educators around the world can be
applied effectively to encourage tlle wise management of the planet's
environment. There is no greater need.

STEP I.
Assessing the
Environmental Shu- Lion

STEP II. STEP III. STEP IV. STEP V.
Identifying Identifying Selecting an Evaluation
the Audience the Message Educational St ategy
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STEP I. ASSES6ING THE
ENVIRONMENTAL SITUATION

The first two tasks in designing a conservation education program are to
select 1) the environmental problems to focUs upon and 2) the measures
necessary to solve them. The problems and solutions chosen for the
conservation education program will determine the target audience, methods,
content, and the criteria to evaluate it. Thus, these first tasks must be
considered carefully.

IDENTIFYING THE ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLE

The conservation educator can expect to find more environmental problems
than can be dealt with in any one program. Time and resources, personnel,
funding, equipment, etc. will inevitably be limited, so priorities have to be
set according to the community's needs. Is the first concern getting people
to plow on the contour or to pick up litter? Should people first know how to
use an insecticide properly, or learn basic ecological principles? At some
point, certain issues will have to be chosen over others.

When not focused en a specific environmental problem, the educator has
no sound criteria to use in selecting program content, target audiences, and
methods of communication. The educator will have a difficult time explaining
why some target audiences, educational content, and communication strategies
were chosen instead of others.

Conservation olucation programs that help solve an environmental problem
are likely t0 receive financial and other kinds of support. While a program
intended to change people's attitudes may be desirable, it is not usually
considered to be a priority item for funding. Both government and private
donors want to see some results from their contributions.

IDENTIFYING TECHNICAL SOLUTIONS

Once the problems have been pinpointed, the educator must then identify
their technical solutions. What action could people take to solve the
problems? These actions may be simple, like planting trees, or complicated,
like putting into place a comprehensive regional management plan. Whatever
they are, motivating people to implement them will be the goal of the
education program.

An environmental problem must have a feasible solution. If an educator
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cannot realistically expect people to contribute to solving an environmental
problem, then that problem should not be the focUs of the education effort
because no positive impact can be achieved. For example, pollution from
automobile exhaust is a growing problem in many large cities. Showing people
how this pollution harms their health may raise interest in the subject, but
often pollution control devices are economically impractical. Such an
education program would produce aware people, but they would become frustrated
by the debate over who would pay for the devices, leading to a stalemate. What
then, will have been the justification for using scarce money, time, and
personnel on the program? Could these resources have been more productively
used elsewhere?

INVOLVING PARTICIPANTS IN DEVELOPING SOLUTIONS

Conservation educators must lead the process of identifying practical
solutions. Too often plans are developed in central offices and then
presented to local communities, expecting the people to accept and implement
then with no questions aAked. COnservation educators shoUld not hesitate to
alter any plan that falls to include consultation with the people In their
program. The people who are to ultimately be xotivated by the education
program should participate, themselves, in developing the solutions. This
holds true Whether these people are government officials who can put a
resource management plan into action, extension agents who teach soil
conservation to farmers, or villagers who are going to be planting community
woodlots.

People are far more likely to be committed to implementing a solution if
they have helped to define it. First, they generally stand behind something
they feel is their own. Their input can ensure that technical solutions
reflect their needs, concerns and traditions. Without this input, solutions
are rarely implemented successfully. Second, the people to whom the education
program is directed know a great deal about local environmental conditions.
Frequently there are good reasons why they treat the environment and its
natural resources as they do. Specialists working on environmental projects
Should always take this knowledge into account.

EXkMPLE

A reforestation effort might provide trees that supply firewood, for -e
for livestock, fruit, lumber, or shade. What do the people who will be
planting, caring for, and harvesting the trees want? If they want firewood,
do they prefer any particular tree species? In one African country, a scheme
to encourage villagers to plant cashews failed because the people who were to
plant them believed cashew groves harbored ghosts! No one had asked the
villagers for their views on what trees to plant. Participation by the people
who are to implement plans can prevent such miscalculations from occurring.

Technical solutions to be advocated by the education program need not be
considered fixed for the lifetime of the project. As events unfold, other
more practical or useful solutions may appear. Natural resource managers may
identify more environmentallysound measures, the technical solutions may
prove incompatible with people's customs and beliefs, fewer or greater
resources than anticipated for the education program may appear. Whatever
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happens, it is critical that the education program be prepared to offer
solutions to the environmental problems identified. Only now is the
conservation educator equipped to plan the program's target audiences,
content, means of communication, and evaluation criteria.

CONCLUSION

Conservation educators want to change how people deal with their
environment. To do this effectively, they need to define the most critical
environmental problems and what people specifically can do to resolve them.
In doing this, the educatoe defines the goals for the emerging conservation
education program, and can select the program's target audiences, content, and
methods. The program has an anchor to prevent it from drifting into issues
that will detract from its purpose and reduce its impact.

QUESTIONS TO RTVIEW WHEN ASSESSING THE ENVIRONMENTAL SITUATION:

Below are some questions to consider to help ensure that an environmental
problem and likely solutions for a conservation education program have been
identified.

Wbat are the main environmental problems confronting the region?

What is the scale of the problem?

Local - contained within a particular community.

- Regional - contained within a particular area, such as a
watershed or province.

National - involving all areas of the country.

International - involving resources which cross borders.

t practical to consider addressing the problem?

12

What is the cause of the problem? Try to determine why it is
occurring. Does the problem involve ignorance, satisfying basic
needs, a desire to generate income?

How seriously does the problem affect people?

How seriously does it affect the environment?

14



Are there feasible technical solutions to the problem?

What resourees are needed to carry out solutions?

How much money is required? Where can it he obtained?

How much labor and expertise are needed? Are personnel willing,
available, and adequately trained?

Wbat supplies and materials are needed? Are they available
locally? if they must he obtained in another location, is there
enough time and money allocated for the task?

- How long will it take to implement a solution?

How can these resources be obtained?

Have those affected by the problem been involved with developing a
possible solution?

15



STEP II. IDENTIFYING THE AUDIENCE
Once the environmental problems to be dealt with have been defined, the

people who will actually implement their solutions must be identified. These
people will be the education program's target group. In identifying these
groups, the conservation educator must consider not only the people directly
involved in the problem, such as the farmer worsening the soil erosion or the
hunter overharvesting wildlife, but also the community members who can
influence these people as well. It may be necessary to go beyond farmers, for
example, to reach government officials, the general public, or community
leaders. There may, in fact, be several potential target groups and the most
obvious may not always be the most approprlate. Indeed, an education program
may best be focused on several different audiences.

An education program cannot be expected to produce results if directed
at the wrong people. The target groups of a conservation education program
must be able to:

contribute to an environmental proble- s solution; and,

perceive the changes advocated by the education program as being in
their own best interest.

AUDIENCES FREQUENTLY TARGETED

Groups frequently targeted by conservation education programs include:

People Directly Affecting Natural Resources

This is usually the easiest group to identify. For example, they can be
seen cutting down trees, overharvesting fish and wildlife, misusing
pesticides, and neglecting to use soil conservation measures. Unfortunately,
they are frequently cast as the primary villains on the environmental scene,
even though they often are aware of no alternatives to doing what they do.

Extension Workers or Resource Management Educators

People who work for forestry, agriculture, or other national extension
services do not harvest natural resources themselves, but introduce new
products and techniques to those who do. Involving extension workers in
education efforts can maximize the program's impact, since these Workers reach
many people. They can also effectively establish communication between
community residents and government officials.
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Local Leaders, Government Officials

Government officials and local leaders affect environmental management
both by passing and enforcing laws and by initiating and supporting projects
that affect natural resources, for better or worse. To deal effectively with
this group, the conserVation educator needs to determine the funding,
interests, official mandates, and environmental impact of government personnel
and agencies.

Influential Conuriuniry Members

These people can be members or a political party or respected community
residents. Since the people the educator wants to influence will often follow
the example of informal community leaders, these people can be a very
productive target audience.

The General Public

This group Is most often the target of environmental education programs,
but often because of convenience, not potential impact. Directing a program
at this group does not require the detailed community knowledge that a more
narrowly targeted program demands. A public appeal can be extremely
effective, especially in creating interest for more detailed conservation
education programs, but the educator should have a specific reason for
directing a program at the general public rather than at a target group.

Schoolchildren

Conservation educators often address this group, hoping to create
environmentally responsible adults. This is always a de,sirable goal, but may
not be the first priority. Teaching students is an investment in a country's
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future, but the conservation educator may easily discover that the country's
present environmental problems are so serious that they require attention
first.

Sometimes, however, school conservation education programs can pay
immediate environmental dividends. For example, students in rural areas who
drop out of school early to work on family farms might be taught basic soil
conservation and reforestation techniques. In urban areas, school
conservation education programs can sometimes attract wide national attention
t0 environmental problems. School conservation education prograMs can also
involve parents through school field trips and tree planting, litter clean up,
and other community dampaigns, in effect supplementing adult education
services.

THE LIMITATIONS OF EDUCATION

After identifying the audiences most likely to contribute to solving the
environmental problem, the conservation educator must determine which of these
possible groups can perceiVe the program to be in their best interest.
Education changes people's behavior through logic and common sense. Its use
is based on the assumption that people will do what they think will most
benefit them. When people must be convinced to do something not in their best
interest, education is not the tool to use. Law enforcement, financial
compensation, or social pressure might be.

EXAMPLE

In Somalia people living in the Luuq ref--ee camp in January, 1984, had
cut so much firewood that the land around the camp had become a baking and
barren desert. Women had to walk long distances to gather the wood they
needed. Relief workers and the Somali forestry department were working with
the refugees to reforest the area, yet the refugees had to be paid to plant
trees. Why? Because the refugees had no idea where they would be in five
years when the trees would be ready for harvesting. Here, then, payment, n
education, was the way to motivate people.

IDENTIFYING THE NEEDS OF THE AUDIENCE

Often, the people closest to an environmental problem are least able to
alter their actions. If people need fuelwood, they will harvest trees even if
their actions are detrimental to this natural resource and the community that
depends on it. Thus, for example, to convince the farmers to not overharvest
wildlife and trees, the conservation effort must present practical
alternatives that meet the farmer's needs.

The effort might be directed at community leaders who can provide the
farmers with financial incentives to plant trees, or at neighbors being harmed
by the farmers' actions who can pressure leaders to provide alternatives. All
audiences - politicians., schoolchildren, business people, farmers, and
others - have particular needs and interests. Only education programs tha
take these into account will change their audiences' behavior.

16
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EXAMPLE

Fundacion Nature, a non-governmental environmental organization in
Ecuador, has developed one of the largest and most effective environmental
education programs in Latin America. In large measare, it became successful
by focusing on priority environmental problemS and by carefully selecting
target groups capable of solving them. Although many of Ecuador's
environmental problems involve people in rural areas, Nature has concluded
that government support and participation are critical for resolving the
problems.

Nature has developed slide programs on environmental iSSI198 to show to
small groups of government officials in various ministries, followed by
questions and discussions. Nature also has communicated with the general
public through television and radio programs describing Ecuador's
environmental problems and their solutions. In this Way, Nature has
successfully entoUraged a public mandate for sound environmental policies.

CONCLUSION

ConServation education has an environmental impact by changing people's
behavior. In eVery situation, some people have a greater environmental impact
than others, and the edUtator needs t0 identify these people if the
conservation education program is to be successful. The conservation edutator
can waste a good deal of effort trying to educate inappropriate audiences.

QUESTIONS TO REVIEW WHEN IDENTIFYING THE AUDIENCE:

The following questions should help in selecting audiences:

Who is directly affecting the natural resources under consideration?

Is it in their interest to change their behavior?

What will convince them to cbnge their behavior? (education, law
enforcement, government policy, social pressure, financial
incentives)

Who is most affected by the degradation of the natural resources
under consideration?

Who will benefit from the Implemenion of the measures advocated by
the educational program? Can these people play a role in getting the
measures implemented?

Are there Influential community members who c help convince people
to e?

Are there influential community members who ean provide incentives
for people to obnge?

Does the environmental, solution require government action?

Whioh government agencies oan contribute to solving the problems? How?

19 17



STEP ILL IDENTIFYING THE MESSAGE

C4reful selection and_orgsnization of a conserra- -n edusAyirj_Rr2grgmla
content is Crucial fOr its success. But this is often a challenge because
there frequently is abundant information that can be presented It is easy to
be led off oh tangents by information that is interesting or that somehow
pertains to the environment. The conservation educator must be selective,
choosing only the information that will bring about desired changes in
environmental behavior. The educator's programs need to confront
environmental problems head-on, unencumbered by excess information baggage.
The guidelines below may help develop such programs.

PLANNING THE PROGRAM

The first step is to learn why people need the education prog am.

1) Are they aware the environmental problem exists?
2) Are they aware of the problem but not how they are connected to it?
3) Are they aware of the problem and their relationship but not of any

solution?
4) Are they aware of the problem, and solutIons, but not motivated to

take action?

1) Audience's Awareness of the Problem

Wherever the educator begins, it will be necessary to move the audience
beyond awareness, to motivation, in order to obtain positive results.
Encouraging people to resolve an environmental problem will be futile if
people are not convinced that a problem exists and that it affects them. If
people do not understand their relationship to the problem, they may easily
implement inappropriate solutions.

For audiences who need awareness, the education program should be
straightforward, simple, yet informative, concentrating on catching people's
attention. Accuracy is crucial and should never be sacrificed to appeal to
public emotion. The effort can backfire if the information is perceived as
being inaccurate or sensationalized.

2) Audience Responsibili

People's general awareness of an issue should be developed Into an
understanding of how they are both affected by and are affecting the
environmental situation. The environmental problem should always be related
to the audience's particular interests. For example, firewood shortages and
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flooding 0f residential areas might be presented to villagers as the
consequences of the deforestaticA of a watershed. The disappearance of rare
bird species and the loss of sonic beauty that also result from deforestation
might be of less concern to this audience. Knowledge of the target audience
becomes critical. Problems must be Presented so that they have an impact.

3) Searching for Solutions

Here many programs fall short of their intended goal. People must
clearly understand how to help solve an environmental problem and the educator
should try to show them. It is counterproductive to generate people's concern
about an environmental problsd and then abandon them. They can become
frustrated, apathetic, and may even refuse to participate in later, perhaps
more constructive, attempts. Environmental solutions can be as simple as
requesting children not to throw candy wrappers on the ground, or as major as
recommending that farmers change their planting and plowing methods. Whatever
the solutions, education programs must identify them and present them in a way
that relates to the audience's interest and that points out their long-term
benefits.

4) Motivating the Audience

If the audience is not motivated to implement the solution, then the
educator mUst find out why. There are many reasons why people will not do
something that appears to the outsider to be clearly in their best interest.
The proposed action may not be seen as beneficial. Reluctance may be due to
religious taboos, traditional custoMs, or political discord. Perhaps the
leaders, official or otherwise, are not trusted by the people. A solution may
have some serious flaws clearly perceived by the community but not by the

1. Audience Awareness of the Pr blem

2. Audience Responsibility

clirng or Solutions

4. Motivating the Audience

IDENTIFYING THE MESSAGE
Planning the Program
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resource management Specialists who developed it. If there appears to be no
logical explanation for people's negative reactions, the process and
assumptions which led to the selection of the particular solution should be
examined. One yelry likely possibility is that the solution being advocated
was developed without sufficient local participation.

TOOLS FOR IDENTIFYING THE MESSAGE

There are various approaches to assessing the moat effective way of
moving the audience to a commitment of treating the environment with respect.
Questionnaires are the easiest and the least expenaLve, but do not allow for
follow-up questioning- Interviewing is more time-consuming, but is more
flexible. The beat way to learn what people are thinking about an issue is to
spend time living with them. Although this does not provide concrete data, it
does give the educator an understanding of what is important to the people who
will participate in the education program. Obvt.ously, the reliability of
one's conclusions, in the absence of quantitative information, depends
entirely upon the sensitivity of the educator. With a truly perceptive
educator, however, this technique can lead to an accurate and profound
appraisal.

Using questionnaires or interviews, the educator must be sure to present
the questions so that responses are unbiased and accurate. It is very easy
for the language of a question to lead to a particular conclusion. For
Instance, suppose an educator wants to determine whether people fully
appreciate the value of a mangrove forest. An unbiased question would be, "Do
you think mangroves are valuable? If so, please list why, if not, why
not.n

A biased question, on the other hand, would be "Do you think the trees
are ecologically important" 0r "Do you think fish benefit from living near
mangroVe swamps?" Any one could easily assume the right answer to both would
be "yes" because if it were not, the interviewer would not have asked the
question. The person answering would especially be inclined to the
affirmative ir the questioner were a biologist or conservationist who had been
conspicuously poking around the mangrove swamps with a lot of expensive
equipment.



EXMOPLE

Bill Weber and Amy Vedder received a research grant from the New York
Zoological Society in 1977 to study the problems hindering the conservation of
the mountain gcwilla and its forest habitat in Rwanda's Volcanoes National
Park. Amy studied the gorilla's ecology, while Bill looked into local
people's attitudes about the gorilla and its habitat. Any gorilla
conservation measures would need local residents' cooperation.

Bill quickly discovered that he could not get unbiased answers from the
Rwandans living near the park. This was because Bill's presence in the area
and interest in the gorillas led the residents to assume that there must be
some value in the gorillas. They easily guessed Bill's attitudes and they
tended to match their answers to them. Therefore, Bill hired Rwandan students
at the national university and local teachers to interview the local
residents.

The results from the survey showed that people saw no value of the
forest or its wildlife beyond harvesting the trees or animals. In fact, the
forest's presence ensured a reliable supply of clean water, and the gorillas
heiped the region financially by attracting foreign tourists.

Having determined what people needed to know, Bill and Amy developed an
education program. They employed a variety of techniques, including town
meetings, school programs, and slide shows. By 1984, a survey showed that
fully 80% of the people in the region now recognized that the forest and its
wildlife were valuable for other reasons beyond the products they provided,
versus only 35% four years earlier.

SELECTING THE PROGRAM'S CONTENT

After identifying what the target audiences need -- general awareness,
practical guidance, motivation, 0r a combination of all three -- the following
process can be used to help ensure that the education program fills this need.
An example of a conservation education approach that encourages reforestation
is provided to illustrate the process. The process can also be used to
address more complex problems such as the loss of agricultural lands due to
Urbanization or colonization of national parks.

1. Write a problem statement that describes the environmental issues tobe addressed by conservation education.

The first step is to have a clear and concise statement of the
environmental problem the program is intending to address. The issue can be
as broad as the absence of a public conservation ethic or as specific as
eroded hillsides that require reforestation.
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EXAMPLE

People are cutting down trees in the vicinity faster than they can grow
back. The consequence is a growing fuelwood shortage, which has caused
hardship. Women and children who collect the wood must now devote practically
an entire day to collecting a load of wood. In the process, they often enter
government-protected forest lands to illegally cut trees. This deforestation
has also harmed the environment in other ways; with the vegetation gone, the
soil is blowing away and the wildlife has disappeared.

2. Prepare a rationale for the proposed conservation education progra

The rationale explains why time and resources should be used for the
education program, and serves as a reference point for developing specific
objectives.

EXAMPLE

Because people need wood, the solution to deforestation is not to limit
the fuelwood that peOple harvest, but rather to establish fuelwood plantations
and develop energy conservation techniques. Town leaders are the key to
planning and developing a solution based on planting trees. Once they are
motivated, they can organize and inspire the community effort.

The ratiOnale explains why a conservation education program is needed;
the goal statement explains what the program intends to accomplish. This
statement should be based upon whether awareness, guidance, Or motivation is
needed. It should clearly describe the desired outcome of the effort, without
being so general that it could pertain to any conservation education program.

EICAMPLE

This program is intended to give practical guidance and provide
motivation for the town leaders on how to establish village woodlots and
employ energy conservation measures.
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4. Develop the pro intended outcome.

The program's intended out,ome includes whatever people need to learn so
that the program's goals will be realized. This can be facts, ideas,
principles, or skills, and be as concrete as knowing how to put a tree in the
ground, or as intangible as wanting to protect a sea turtle nesting beach.

To determine a program's intended outcome, simply ask: what do people
have to understand and believe in order to change their environmental
behavior? In the beginning, it may help to simply jot down a list of all
possible subjects as they randomly occur. Then go over the list and ask what
will produce the desired response and what will distract. This list can then
be refined and edited so a progression appears logical to the educator: For
example, town leaders should:

1) Know how deforestation is causing soil erosion.
2) Understand how soil erosion reduces crop yields.
3) Recognize how planting trees can reduce soil erosion.
4) Learn that fast-growing trees can provide fuelwood in five years.
5) Be able to select which tree species can most benefit the town.
6) Learn how to maintain and protect the trees and who is best suited

to do this.
7) Understand that improved woodstoves can reduce fuelwood use and

thus conserve wood.
8) Learn how to operate woodstoves.
9) Know where to get tree seedlings and woodstoves.
10) Want to plant woodlots and use more efficient woodstoves.
11) Identify the factors that will motivate the villagers to maintain

the woodlots.

Using this process, the educator converts environmental and social
knowledge into an educational tool. By stating what needs to be done and why,
and listing what can be taught, the program can fit the environmental problems
at hand, not the educators' own interests. Note that the list need not
include such ideas as the structure of a tree or the process of
photosynthesis. These are relevant to the topic but not to the audience's
needs or the objective of the program. The framework keeps the program on
track.
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5. Look for motivating factors.

To accept unfamiliar ideas and knowledge, people need to adjust their
attitudes and beliefs. For most individuals this is very difficult.
Therefore, a conservation edueation program that can fit with people's prior
attitudes or values is more likely to be successful. For example, if fuelwood
shortages and flooding of residential areas are already of concern to
villagers, that concern can be the basis of a program to address
deforestation.

In Haiti, intensive efforts to motivate farmers to plant trees on badly-
eroded hillsides have largely failed in the past. Anthropologist Gerald
Murray discovered that this was because the fafters' primary concern was
maximizing profits. Farmers bad been paid to plant seedlings, but not to take
care of them. Murray recommended that project personnel simply make it clear
to the farmers that planted trees could be a profitable cash crop. The Haiti
Agroforestry Oatreach Project, funded by USAID and administered by the Pan
American Development Foundation, CARE, and Operation Double Harvest, put
Murray's suggestions to work. The result: from 1981 to September 1984, more
that 21,000 small landhnlders were caring for trees planted on their farms.

Of course, people's concerns are not always economic and utilitarian,
and the educator should be alert to other interests. The desire for status
and respect, for example, can be a powerful motivator. National pride is
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often a usefUl attitude upon which to base change. People who have no prior
interest in nature or outdoor activity may become motivated to preserve
natural areas because these areas represent a unique national heritage admired
by both nationals and foreigners.

Man and the Biosphere Reserves, World Heritage Sites, International
for Conservation of Nature's National Conservation Strategies, and the

World Wildlife Fund's J. Paul Getty Conservation Award are only a few examples
of international recognition being given to conservation initiatives. As
global understanding of environmental issues increases, conservation efforts
once unrecognized are now receiving international acclaim, confirming
prestige t0 both the individuals and nations involved.

6. Organize informatioi

People try to fit facts into context so they make sense and can be
remembered. They do not form attitudes solely by retaining isolated facts.
As anyone who has studied for an exam at the last minute knows, rote
memorization only works in the short term. Thus, broad concepts should first
be presented to learners so they have a framework in which to incorporate
further information. For example, using the case of deforestation, town
leaders are unlikely to benefit from a conservation education program that
starts off presenting botanical data. This is useful information that could
enable the leaders to better care for tree plantations, but the leaders will
most likely have forgotten this information by the time they start such
woodlots.

A better approach would be to begin with a general concept of
reforestation -- what it is and why it should be done. A program should be
structured so that the learners move from more general to more specific
information, from the "big picture" to the smaller details. Leaders should be
advised where they can get further information and help when the time comes.
Not everything can be learned at once, so ongoing information programs would
be helpful at later stages.

CONCLUSION

The conservation education program is now beginning to take on
substance. At this point, the conservation educator can decide what a
program's content will include and exclude, based on the considerations
discussed previously. The planning process includes writing a problem
statement, a rationale, a goal statement, and a list of intended outcomes.
This effort can keep a conservation education program focused on the
environmental problem at hand and prevent the educator from becoming
distracted by peripheral issues and irrelevant information.
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QUESTIONS TO REVIEW WHEN IDENTIFYING THE MESSAGE:

26

What environmental problem mill the conservation education program
be addressing?

Why should the program be di
instead of others?

at this environmental probl-_

How can the conservation education program lead to the resolu ion of
the environmental problem?

What are the intended target audiences for the education program?
Why should they receive the program's attention at the expense of
other possible groups?

What knowledge and attitudes must the target groups have In order to
be able to effectively contribute to solving the environmental
problem? Does the program include this information?

What information has been gathered about the audibnce's beliefs
customs, level of education?
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STEP IV. SELECTING AN
EDUCATIONAL STRATEGY

Many educational strategies can be used in conservation education,
ranging from posters to forestry extension programs. At this point,
conservation educators need to beware of falling Into one particular trap:
the tendency to implement a strategy because it is familiar, not because it is
most effective. Thus conservation educators who have worked in schools might
immediately set about designing a school curriculum without considering
Wtether farmers or government leaders would have a greater environmental
impact than students. Conservation educators, however, are more likely to be
successful if they carefully consider all the possible strategies available
before implementing any.

Conservation educators should not generally rule out potential
strategies because of a lack of experience using them. Educators can often
adapt, or they can find people with the necessary skills to help out. The
objective at this stage is to communicate as clearly as possible with the
audiences selected earlier. Every effort should be made to use the strategy
that doeS this best.

Many different educational approaches have been used around the world;
it is also quite possible that a conservation educator can develop an entirely
new strategy that has not yet been applied to conservation education. The
strategy, after all, should fit the situation, and the conservation educator
might very well be addressing a situation with a unique combination of
environmental and social characteristics.

CONSIDERATIONS IN SELECTING A STRATEGY

A Conservation education strategy Should do two things: 1) reach the
program's target audiences and 2) effectively communicate the program's
information. There are several factors to consider when selecting an
appropriate strategy:

How do the target audiences receive information? Can any existing
communication mechanisms be used in the conservation education
program?

- Who are considered reliable community leaders, role models, and
conveyors of information?
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Is the message to be communicated short or complicated? Will the
education program be long or short term? How literate is the
audience?

- Who is available to carry out the educational progr_- How much
time, training, and direction do they need?

- How much money, equipment, and other resources are
likely to be available? Are there any outside agencies able to
provide these resources?

Have other educational strategies been directed toward the audiences
the educator intends to reach and have such experiences been
documented?

- Does the mandate of the educator and the organization represented
restrict any of the available options?

Extension Programs

Special Printed Material

Clubs and Non-governmental
Organizations

Mass MediaTelevision, Radio,
Newspapers

School Programs

COMMONLY USED STRATEGIES

Miscellaneous Materials Special Events

Exhibits. Demonstrations & Shows
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COMMONLY USED STRATEGIES

Depending on the answers to these questions an education strategy
appropriate for both program content and audience can be chosen. A number of
widely used strategies are described below.

I. EXTENSION PROGRiVMS

Extension programs are usually designed tO teach adults specific methods
for improving health, agriculture, and forestry; extension workers carry their
messages to individual homes or organizations of homemakers, mothers with
young children, farmers, and others.

Extension programs are sometimes the only available means for
effectively presenting substantial amounts of environmental information to
adults. To show a farmer how to plow on the contour, plant fast-growing
trees, or apply a less harmful insecticide on the land, a conservation
educator will almost always have to work individually with the farmer, most
likely in the field and usually more than once. The only educator available
in most countries to do this work is the extension agent.

In the Phi1ippines, for example, farmers Were asked to plant trees 0n
their land, and they were paid as compensation for the land thus taken out of
agricultural production. They were encouraged t0 take seedlings, but there
was no guarantee they would plant them. The program had no education
component, and the farmers were not motivated to care for the trees.
Fortunately, thiS was recognized early, and the Philippine government hired
extension agents to visit the farmers and educate them about the planting and
care of the trees. The money spent subsidizing the tree planting would likely
have been wasted if the extension agents had not been involved.



Audience

Individual adults or groups of adults with common interests.

When Appropriate

When the information needs to be adapted to specific situations and to be
demonstrated through personal contact with target groups over time.

Strengths

Extension programs are generally the most effective means of
communicating large amocnts of information to adults. While other educational
approaches can increase people's awareness, extension programs are often
needed to provide practical answers. For instance, the mass media can
highlight such topics as soil conservation, forest and wildlife management,
and insecticide use, but someone will probably still have to come out to the
farmers' homes and demonstrate how these concepts can be applied.

Well-trained and motivated extension agents understand the people with
whom they work. They know both the technical subject matter and how to
present it, as well as how to develop an understanding of their communities.
Thus they can tailor their efforts to fit their audiences.

Weaknesses

Because one extension agent reaches relatively feW individuals, and
typically spends a good deal of time with each client, extension prograMs are
comparatively expensive. Agents may be poorly trained, paid, and motivated.
Extension services are frequently understaffed, and unable to provide adequate
transportation, teaching aids, and on-the-job technical training. All of this
can be crucial, because an extension program's success depends on the
extension workers' commitment, skill, and ability to get to the people they
are expected to serve. Often, extension workers receive their training in the
capital city and acquire information that is not useful to rural communities.

Implementation

Get support from officials at all appropriate levels of the)extension
organization - national, regionai and local. Sometimes extension
programs do not exist, so a great deal of time working with
appropriate government officials will be required.

Conservation educators can develop extension programs in several
ways. Some possibilities:

Train extension agents; organize, present, or find financing for
workshops; write training materials.

Prepare teaching aids for the extension agents to use: slides,
displays, coloring books, posters, ete.
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Help extension agents to coordinate their effort with other
entities, e.g., with schools, private conservation
organizations, and mass media.

2. SCHOOL PROGRialS

In schools, environmental concepts and practices can be taught as
environmental studies classes, but they are more commonly integrated with
other programs, such as science or social studies. In addition, in many
communities, schools can also be used to communicate with adults as well as
children. Not only can students share information learned at school with
their families, but school activities ,F3an also involve the entire community.
Such activities might include tree-pl&nting and litter cleanup campaigns and
demonstrations or exhibits on defori-astation, pollution, soil management, and
wildlife.

Furthermore, local professionals, such as extension agent' foresters,
national park guards, health officers and others can be invited to schools to
participate in conservation education programs. This gives them a chance to
spread their message and may compensate for the teacher's sense of inadequate
preparation in a particular subject.

Audience

Children of all ages, both rural and urban backgrounds; also, the
families of the children and the communities where the schools are located.

When Appropriate

When students can apply the mescage immediately or will eventually be
called on to make environmental decisions. When the material is simple enough
to be taught by teanhers untrained in environmental management and to be
easily understood by students. When school activities can constructively
involve the rest of the community.
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Strengths

School programs can involve a large number of students over many years;
complicated concepts ean be gradually presented. A conservation ethic can be
instilled while students are still forming attitudes and values. Schools can
also be used to reach adults.

Weaknesses

School children are often too young to help solve present day
environmental problems. Consequently, when problems require immediate
attention, educating students with an eye to their future environmental impact
may not be the educator's top priority. A gap may exist between the time when
students learn something and the time when they have a chance to apply it;
they may thus forget much of what they have learned unless the environmental
concepts are repeated in different grades. A school program may ba effective
only when combined with an adult extension program that builds on what the
schools have taught. Some school programs have little flexibility and limited
time in the school day, and lack resources - human and otherwise - for such
programs as tree-planting and soil conservation.

School programs can require a.great deal of-time and effort to prepare.
Curricula must be developed, approved, and financed; materials must be
printed, and teachers must be trained in their use. It can be very difficult
to convince poorly supported rural teachers to do additional work without some
compensation.

Implementation

Anlyze the existing_curriculum. Can a conservation education
program be developed as a separate entity, or can it be incorporated
into existing programs?

Obtain Ministr- of Education _sue sort for the curriculum; keep
officials informed of the program's progress. Ultimately, they will
decide whether to implement the curriculum at the national level.

Involve teachers in the curriculuWs development to ensure their
commitment and to enable teachers to contribute additional insights.

Test in schools to find out how teachers
what materials they need.

Evaluat_ and revise the curriculum.

Train_other teachers fto use the curriculum.

d students react,

Print and distribute the curriculum. In countries where textbooks
are scarce, every effort should be made to use cheap materials like
newsprint or mimeograph paper.

It is tempting to use existing curricula from other places, and adapt
them by changing the place, names, and the plants and animals cited. But the
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concepts in foreign curricula are often irrelevat it thfforent set.tings.
Teachers should be given the chance to review and orgaraizoreleVant-
information to meet their community's needs. The proceoof desigrLing a
curriculum from scratch may be as important as its everatual implementation.

3. CLUBS AND NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS

Various kinds of clubs, including non-profit organizations, professional
societies, and adult and youth groups, can carry out environmental activities.
Among other things, they cam plant trees, start litter capaigns, study
environmental problems and recommend solutions, lobby rerouvironmemtally
responsible policy, educate the general public on envirommtal iss-ues, and
provide funding for natural resource management projects. Thus, comservation
education often is productive when directed at making Private groupza
interested in environmental management.

A wide variety of clubs and organizations can be effective. Sone can be
formed solely to further conservation goals, such as naturalhistory
societies, outing clubs, conservation associations, and gmups whicti provide
volunteer assistance in managing underfUnded national parksand reserves.
Other organizations, such as the Lions Club, Rotary Clubluid Chamber of
Commerce, havl become effectively involved in conservatdon along wir-b their
other interests. Agricultural and rural developMent cooperatives ane often
organized to implement environmental projects. YoUtn groups like Boy Scouts,
Girl Scouts and agriculture clubs can carry out a broad rano of conserVation
activities. The extraordinary African Wildlife ClubO orthe Sudan' Uganda,
Tanzania, Zambia, and Kenya feature an impressive array oforeative
educational activities for young people.

Audience

Organization members of all ages and with a broad r-ange of ifltrests,
objectives, and capabilities.

When Appropriate

When a recognized need can be addressed by a particular group.



Strmgths

Because of thei =_ diversity, private organizations can effeolVely
contribute to conssrvation in a number of ways. People belong tench grOo.oups
because they are comi-imitted and enjoy volunt,Jring their time to carry out
theiractivities. T:lhus, if a conservation education program oanhdp an
onanization meet it- objectives, the conservation educater can count on
motivated members whft4o are willing to work on effective projects frequent lly,
suohorganizations hz.--Aave evolved because a group of citizens has recognized the
needfor them. Citizmens, groups are often aware of social and cultural
factors influencing 04environmental problems and are thus unusuallycapable -4of
implementing effecbi-pre environmental programs.

Youth clubs osnma usually pass on more conservation informatiOnto thezzir
meders than sehoOls because they do not have the general education
respmsibilities and limitations that schools do. Consequently, they can Moe
moreflexible. YOutbRa club leaders can also be very highly motiVated.

Weaknesses

Honey is often. =in short supply. While volunteerism may De astrength it
canals° cause certs2tLn problems. For example, long-term conserVatiM progzmrams
thatrequire continultLty may suffer if members lose interest. Alsolan erfc=prt
mustoften be made tc=) make conservation projects enjoyable, whichOM
compmaise prograM gc=)als. Finally, when environmental problems are
controversial, confliMet can result among members. Groups that react
emaionally to enVir=mmental issues are, in the long run, counter.productive
beune they lose thc=tir credibility and may easily advocate inappMpriate
environmental solutla=)ns.

Implementation

Work with ll established groups, if possible, because this
requires A minimal commitment of resources. Members are greadY
used to draw_A.ng on their own resources to support activitiesand
be quite resftiourceful in developing materials and raising finds.

Start neW Oragganizations, if necessary, hut consider how cotly in -ltime
and money th-_-'s is. First, it must be clear to potential Mers tiMat
organizing t4Ilemselves to become involved in conservation will be a
rewarding usews of their time. Non-profit organizations sustain
themselvea emm3 the commitment of their staff. Groups createdby an
outsider for a specific need often fail after the teed isaddrressecmd.
Conservati.on educators should not try to force new groUPstoforml but
should try tcmo build on already existing commitments. Timenut alzmso
be spent devemaloping infrastructures, policies* and procedures herommr-e
newlyrorMed clubs can get involved in conservation program.
Volunteera, t2,y nature, are resourceful if highly motivated.



4. foilAS MEDIATELEVISION, RADIO, NEWSPAPERS

Conservation educators can often find a newspaper crtadia or television
statio_-n willing to collaborate on in-depth educational propms. Both
goverw_iment and privately-owned mass media frequently presentprorams
inclUd Ing:

iF=

Radio or newspaper series direzted at rural population=, covering
such topics as health, child care, home econonitostand agricultural
techniques. Some try to entertain their audier.oeo witt= the
education message that is dramatized. These programs amAre often
supplemented by extension workers.

Weekly newspaper svpplements that feature aetiV1tes tachera can
use in school. This is a very effective way or Midl_Ang
information when a shortage of school materiala exists.

Weekly columns on environmental topics.

Contests. One Paraguayan newspaper printed dailyaportion of some
photo showing a species of the country's wildlife, The portions
were cut out and pasted into a booklet proVided bythe moaper. The
first person to complete the booklet won a prize,and al
contestants were eligible for a drawing for additional !prizes. Each
photograph was accompanied by a description of theaninal. This way
the newspaper sold copies, and the readers learnedabou the
wildlife in their country.

IAEI selecting a mass media communication strategY,
qioosttos need to be answered:

he ol ing

How detailed and complicated is the information Ube pmresented?
How often will it need to be repeated?

Will extension agents in the villages be requireto exand upon the
messages?

What types of mass media reach the educational programy intended
audience? Which newspapers do they buy? Do theybave a_ccess to
radio or television?
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Audience

Large numbers of people throughout a country or region. Audience can
either be undifferentiated - the general public - or specific, like farmers,
homemakers, or schoolchildren.

When Aporopriate

The mass media are best at presenting general informaticmthat inca.reases
people's awareness. Special series, however, can treat material in mnr-e
depth.

Strengths

Mass media can reach large numbers of people less expensively them. any
other method. Used creatively, mass media can effectively present infcmrmation
appropriate to a wide range of situations.

Weaknesses

Although the media can reach large audiences, there is noguarantee, as
people can turn off their radios and televisions and fail toreml the
newspaper. The audience is passive rather than participatory. Present-Qat cns
can be compromised at times if they have to keep audiences entertained lbo
retain their interest. Detailed information must be parceledout slowl r and
simply.

Implementation

Work closely with an employee of the organization chosen. The
educator can provide the material to be presented the teohnicam
can adapt it to media policies, purpose, and audience. Usuallsar,
media personnel consider such arrangements to help thai meet
objectives of educating the public, or providing public servio-s.

Look tor funding through cooperative arrangements witilthe medra.
Often, the educator will have to find additional finaneial Supt=s,ort,
especially when using television. Support can come from privee
business sources or from international aid organizations*

Plan carefully because one small error can reach thousands of cabeople
and be difficult to undo. Prepare several programs tiedvanoe; a
long lapse between presentations will lose audience Mention amaid
program continuity.

5. SPECIAL PRINTED MATERIALS

Special printed materials can effectively communicate conservatioi=
information in schools, extension offices, public meeting places, and i many
other situations. Some can eVen be sold. For people with limited lite=--moy
skilla, comic books and "photonovelsfr can be prepared. The publioation can
vary length, substance, and quality, depending on the objective.
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Aucllence

All ages, both literate and, when appropriately deagned, illiterate.

\Then Appropriate

Brochures asd books are best suited for communicating simple concepts to
large numbers of pepeople. They are most effective when supplement ag extension
and school ptegraMews, but they should stand on their own.

Strengths

Printed MaterIzials can inexpensively communicate information to a large
umber of people, r.and they can be referred to repeatedly at the reader's
mvenience. 13011.64<e the mass media, printed materials can be designed for
Naatively Stnall i,marget audiences. Some types can be sold to ralse money for
otter conserVatioll efforts.

W _.knesses

Special publaations depend on the reader's willingness to read them.
Compared with rtlx40 media, the prodUction of special publications costs the
educator more oneityr per person. If the educator produces publications
Independently, it Imall be necessary to find writers, cartoonists,
Omtographers, lAyoADut artists, printers, etc.; as well as materials, printing
facilities, and 'the e-. money to pay for them.

Implementation

Compare th a e relative costs and effectiveness of simple mimeograph
publlOat rbras with typesetting and color photos.

Consider Omae system of distributlon for the publications.

Test ineterials on a small or more varied audience before producing
in quantiVrgr.

6. EMBUS, DMOWSTRATIONS AND SHOWS

Exhibits can torange from posters to museum-style displays, live animals,
and nature tr-j.la Films, slide shows and live preentations that incorporate
prables, sona0 and dances may be Used to reach an audience. The cultural
mironment or a ct1ntry will help to determine whether oral means of
ummunicatiOn 01, h ggh-tech videos have the most impact. Exhibits and shows
may be used in plaCamas dedicated to conservation, such as parks or nature
Writers, or thesr MOW be set up in schools, public buildingsand town squares,
even travelling froomn place to place.

Interesting 0=hibits, audiovisual programs puppet shows, or fi _d
clemonstrationa eaba Olcaften grab people's attention and hold their interest
longer than MOre tra-vmditional lessons and publications.
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Audience

The general public or whatever group that frequents the place where the
exhibition or show is being preeented. Farmers, for example, might be found
in a market place or an extension office. A non-profit environmental
organization in Guatemala has a van that visits market places. They exchange
environmental postees and educational materials for fresh produce. This
activity has already resulted in recruiting 2,000 youth members for the group.

When Appropriate

Exhibits and shows are most effective with simple messages and
information that can be learned in one presentation. The audience will
probably see the exhibit or show only onee, but the presentation may be used
in conjunction with school or extension programs.

Strengths

People are more receptive to information that is visually exciting
entertaining and clear. Local artists and communicators can tailor the show
or exhibit to the audience. People are more likely to be convinced by
something they have seen demonstrated than by reading about it. A show or
exhibit that can be moved easily reaches more people in remote areas.

Weaknesses

For exhibits and shows to be effective, people must first come to see
them and then leave with a better understanding. The educator has minimal
control over who chooses to look or listen. Flashy presentations may only
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lead to superficial impressions. Costs can be very high initially for
specialists such as artists, photographers, technicians, and expensive
equipment such as slide projectors. Maintenance may be required, especially
when the show travels, forcing the personnel to spend a lot of time and
gasoline bumping over the roads. The audience may not learn much from an
exhibit or show without a follow-up programe

Implementation

Try to get donations of material and talent to save on cost:

- Pay attention to the place chosen for the presentation because the
location will determine the audience to a large extent.

- Be sure to get permission from the appropriate person when public
areas are used for shows or exhibits.

- Involve local leaders to introduce the people in charge of the
presentation.

7. SPECIAL EVENTS

Special events or campaigns, such as annual tree-planting days, wildlife
weeks, and anti-litter campaigns can dramatically increase people's awareness
of environmental issues. Special events focus efforts on a single topic.
They can attract speakers, inspire rallies and conferences that capture media
attention, and motivate schools and journalists to address a selected issue.
What is more, the sense of importance and timeliness of an event can greatly
enhance the possibility of people's participation. Impressive bursts of
energy can appear when the time commitment is short, the publicity extensive,
the goal worthwhile, and the enthusiasm of fellow workers abundant.

One example of a large-scale event is the U.S. National Wildlife
Federation's (NWF) annual National Wildlife Week. Each year, a different
topic is chosen as the focus of the week; recent topics have included soil,
water, and U.S. public lands. To celebrate the event, NWF sends education
kits, Which include teacher activity guides and posters, to schools across the
country. Public affairs announcements for television are also produced,
usually with a celebrity as spokesperson. The Federation's magazines and
press releases discuss the issue, while media events such as speeches and
conferences are also held.

Audience

The general public.

When Appropriate

For increasing public awareness of a major environmental issue; people's
participation by a certain date.
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StrengtIll

Special events are very effective in rallying volunteer participation
in focusing the public's attention on selected environmental issues.

Weaknesses

The intensity of special events cannot be sustained for long. After a
concerted effort, both program workers and audience will probably lose
interest, energy, and commitment. The enthusiasm of volunteer workers may be
replaced by a letdown feeling; thus, special events may make it more difficult
to enlist volunteer participation in the future. Increasing public awareness
only begins to change people's environmental behavior. Unless such events are
followed by ongoing educational efforts, significant behavioral change will
not likely occur.

Implementation

Mobilize volunteer participation: people to give speeches, write
press releases, make posters, contact friends in the government,
attend rallies, and hold fund-raising events. An educator
organizing a special event should expect to spend a good deal of
time recruiting, organizing, and motivating volunteers.

Consider the value of official patronage: more exposure for
official national events. Government leaders provide endorsements,
the services of their agencies, and perhaps even funds. With
government sanctioned workers to help spread the word, and high-
level officials to speak at rallies, official events are more likely
to attract press interest.

Plan subsequent educational efforts based upon the event to
reinforce issues raised during the event.

8. MISCELLANEOUS MATERIALS

_onservation educator can sometimes send very simple messages using
such imaginative gimmicks as bumper stickers, T-shirts, and buttons. In
addition, some of these materials, like T-shirts, can be sold to raise money.
Several conservation organizations, including the Association for Conservation
Df Natural Resources in Costa Rica, the Honduran Ecological Association, and
the Paraguayan National Forest Service have successfully sold T-shirts
advertising their mission. On the Caribbean island of St. Lucia, enough
bumper stickers have been produced with the illustration of an endangered
island parrot for half the cars on the island. Various countries have
produced,posters illustrating endangered wildlife. Fundacion Natura in
Ecuador successfully collaborated with one of Quito's major hotels to produce
table place mats for its restaurants which illustrate some of Ecuador's
endangered plants and animals. In Guatemala, matchbooks and cereal boxes
print environmental messages and illustrations of wildlife.
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Audience

The general public.

When Appropriate

For communicating simple messages to increase people's awareness of
environmental issues, events, and organizations or to raise money.

Strengths

The message may reach many people who would normally not pay attention to
the environmental issue. When sold, the items may cover part or all of their
cost or even raise money.

Weaknesses

The message that can be communicated must be very simple and can only be
expected to increase people's awareness.

9. ONE-TO-ONE COMMUNICATION

The situation may arise when the conservation educator will have more
impact educating carefully-selected individuals, rather than groups. Such a
strategy is warranted when an individual can significantly influence the
behavior of others. Both formal leaders, such as government or party
officials, and informal leaders, such as respected community citizens, can
qualify. Though government officials write and enforce laws, make policy, and
organize community development programs, people will often fellow the advice
and imitate the azAions of informal community leaders because they respect and
trust them. To communicate effectively with these individuals, the educator
will have to proceed as with any target audience: present the message so that
it addresses the leader's interests and gets the information across. The
educator may try to reach the group of people to which the targeted leader
belongs, perhaps by using some of the strategies listed, or by simply speaking
with the leader informally or socially. The effort may require one meeting or
a series of informal contacts spread out over many months. Each leader and
situation will be different.

Audience

Formal and informal community leaders.

When Appropriate

When one or a few individuals are the key to necessary ch

Strengths

Working with just one influential leader can affect the behavior of many
people and generate a genuine commitment that will keep the individual
involved'over the long term. The costs are in time not materials. Once a
leader has agreed to help, that person may become a productive ally for the
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educator in organizing people, or in enlisting financial and logistical
support.

Weaknesses

By focusing an effort on just one individual, success becomes dependent
upon that one person's response. If the leader is not convinced or does not
come through with promised assistance, the educator may have lost valuable
time that could have been spent on broader approaches. An official also may
move in the government hierarchy to a position less useful to environmental
concerns.

Implementation

Be sure to accurately identify influential leaders, their potential
effectiveness and learn how their opinion can best be influenced.

CONCLUSION

There are many strategies available to the conservation educator, and it
is quite likely that more than one strategy will be able to contribute to each
program. In selecting strategies, the following must be taken into
consideration: the audience to be reached, the amount of information to be
communicated, and the limitations on funds, time, and resources.

QUESTIONS TO REVIEW WTIEN SELECTING AN EDUCATIONAL STRATEGY:

What will be the education programws targeted audiences?
occupation, relationship to environmental problems?

Age ,

How do the members of these audiences generally learn new
information? Newspapers, T.V., school programs, extension agents?

Is the educational message esseitielly promoting awarness and
simple information? Methods for this:

- Mass media

- Exhibits and shows

- Brochures and booklets

Special events

Is the educational message primarily practical,.offering the
audience .How-T00 information to encourage them to take special
actions? Methods for practical information:

Field demonstrations

Brochures, posters

Newspaper supplements
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- Extension programs

Is the educational message to cover complicated concepts? Methods
for intenriive information?

- School curricula

Training workshops

Extension programs

Seminars, One-on-One Communication

- Clubs

Is the strategy reasLble giv -1 the situation's limitations?

- How accessible are target audiences? What is the available
transportation and time?

- What equipment is needed, and is it available?

How much money is available (or potentially available through
outside grants)?

How many people are needed to carry out the program,s
strategies, and what skills do they need to have?

What organization or government restrictions do the programs
have to heed?
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STEP V. EVALUATION

INTRODUCTION

Evaluation should be carried out both while the education program is in
progress and after the effort has ended. Periodic evaluations during the
program enable the ;.164-164,1rvation educator to make mid-course changes and
improve the prograCZ effectiveness. Evaluating at the end of the effort can
help both those and those working on similar efforts to improve
programs in the fuj,e. Understandably, people are often reluctant to have
their performance evaluated. Someone who has worked hard to accomplish
something may prefer not to have an outsider come and criticize. Properly
done, however, a program evaluation is not a personal critique. It is a tool
to aid the worker and others to better accomplish their goals.

GUIDELINES FOR EVALUATION

The test of a conservation education effort is whether it has led to
improved environmental management. A conservation education program cannot be
considered successful unless it is reflected favorably in people's behavior.
Sometimes, many years may pass before a program's effectivenwlis can be
appraised, but the program's progress toward its goals can still be evaluated
while it ts being implemented.

Unfortunately, many people attempt to evaluate programs by simply
evaluating the materials produced. The quality of a program's materials is
critical, but should not be the only criteria for evaluating a program's
success. Also critical is how well materials are contributing to meet the
program's goal. A set of wildlife posters, for example, can be very
attractive, and accurately displayed throughout country. They do not,
however, represent a successful conservation education effort unless wildlife
are being managed better. If the wildlife is still overhunted because people
have been offered no alternative, then the posters have not addressed the
reasons for the wildlife mismanagement. Posters would be attractive, but
irrelevant.

Consider also the case of one conservation organization that wanted to
help customs agents recognize f_;adaagered orchids being illegally transported.
The organization sponsored a set of watercolor paintings of the orchids, which
everyone agreed were well-executed and attractive. There was only one
problem: most orchids are ':,ransported as rootstocks, not blossoms, so the
paintings didn't resemble anything that the custom agents would encounter.
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The first step in effective eValuation is the clear identification of
the program's Intended objectives. When the intended outcome is clearly
outlined, it is easy to run down the list to check a program's progress.

Next, it is important to see if people have actually acquired knowledge,
attitudes, or skills. Have farmers learned how cLntour plowing controls
erosion, or why planting trees on the hillside is a good idea?

Often, it will not be possible at the beginning of a program to predict
how long it will take to affect people's behavior or how many people must be
influenced. Only one person plowing on the contour after the education
program may constitute a reasonable success. Getting that first person to try
something new may be the hardest part of the edUcation effort; after that,
others may follow suit on their own.

When it is too soon to realistically evaluate the education program's
effectiveneas in actually changing the audience's behavior, the educator
should identify nbenchmarks", or stages that can lead to behavioral change.
In this way, progress is measured by moving along these stages. The four
questions, under ^Planning the Program", in Step 3: Identifying the Message,
are useful stages to review in an evaluation. Following the questions, the
educator should monitor a program's success in moving the audience along a
continuum: awareness, understanding, motivation and finally action.

SOURCES OF INFORMATION FOR EVALUATION

Getting accurate data that reflect people's knowledge and behavior
before and after the program will be a challenge for several reasons:

1. People can be reluctant to tell the evaluator anything that they
feel he/she doesn't want to hear. For example, a farmer may not be using soil
conservation measures because he does not believe they will work, but he might
easily keep his true feelings to himSelf in order not to disappoint the
educator.
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2. People often do not want to admit something that would embarrass
them. Someone may be illegally hunting animals because of the profits, even
though the person knows that the welfare of the animal and others who use it
will ultimately suffer.

3. People often do not know why they are behaving in a certain way,
or they find it difficult to articulate.

4. Formal questionnaires and controlled interviews can provide
accurate information, but may be difficult and time-consuming. Other sources
of information may include written sociological accounts of the people, the
accounts of people's friends and neighbors, informal gossip, and the
educator's own sense for the people.

CONCLUSION

Evaluation is a vital, yet frequently neglected part of effective
conservation education programs. It ensures that time, personnel, and funds
are being used constructively and that the educator takes the time to listen
and learn from the target audiences.

Evaluation criteria, the key questions for monitoring a program's
success, should be identified before a program is implemented. This way
evaluation can be an effective planning tool, rather than a necessary evil.

QUESTIONS TO REVIEW WHEN EVALUATING A CONSERVATION EDUCATION PROGRILM:

If the people are not uoing the measures advocated by the education
program, these issues should be.addressed:

46

If the message has not been communicated effectively to the target audience:

Have the people not encountered the message? Review the
educational methods to see if they have reached the intended
audiences. Who came to the teaching sessions; who listened to the
radio programs or saw the posters delivering the message?

Required:
An adjustment in education method.

Have the people not understood the message?

Ask the people to answer questions that indicate thei
understanding of the material.

Required:

An adjustment in how the content is presented.

Do the people not trust the educator or the agency represented?
Ask counterparts or close friends.
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Ek'quired:
Time or a ch strategy.

If they have grasped the program's mater al, but are not changing their behavior:

Is there adverse social pressure? Do influential people distrust
the educational program's message?

RHtdred:
Include group applying social pressure as a target audience of the
education program.

Are the actions advocated by the education program unrealistic or
economically unsound? Ask the people if tiey have doubts about
the effectiveness of the measUres advocated by the education
program.

Required:
An adjustment of the technical -olution.

Are people nervous about the consequences?

Required:
(1) time, or (2) concentration of educational efforts on coMmunity
leaders, or (3) change in education methods, perhaps to field
demonstrations, or (4) financial or other incentives to encourage
people.

If people are implementing the measures advocated by the education program,
but the condition of the environment has not improved:

Has the technical solution advocated by the program been
inappropriate? What do outside experts say?

Required:
An adjustment in the program's technical solution.

Has the education program reached people unrelated to the problem?

Required:
An adjustment in the program's target audience.

Is more time needed to evaluate the tuation? The effects of
changing certain environmental practices often appear gradually.
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